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Objective: To identify and describe advantages, challenges, and ethical considerations of web based behavioural data collection.
Methods: This discussion is based on the authors’ experiences in survey development and study design, respondent recruitment, and internet research, and on the experiences of others as found in the literature.
Results: The advantages of using the world wide web to collect behavioural data include rapid access to numerous potential respondents and previously hidden populations, respondent openness and full participation, opportunities for student research, and reduced research costs. Challenges identified include issues related to sampling and sample representativeness, competition for the attention of respondents, and potential limitations resulting from the much cited “digital divide”, literacy, and disability. Ethical considerations include anonymity and privacy, providing and substantiating informed consent, and potential risks of malfeasance.
Conclusions: Computer mediated communications, including electronic mail, the world wide web, and interactive programs will play an ever increasing part in the future of behavioural science research. Justifiable concerns regarding the use of the world wide web in research exist, but as access to, and use of, the internet becomes more widely and representatively distributed globally, the world wide web will become more applicable. In fact, the world wide web may be the only research tool able to reach some previously hidden population subgroups. Furthermore, many of the criticisms of online data collection are common to other survey research methodologies.

The internet provides nearly limitless numbers of potential respondents, and interactive programs will play an ever increasing part in the future of behavioural science research. Justifiable concerns regarding the use of the world wide web in research exist, but as access to, and use of, the internet becomes more widely and representatively distributed globally, the world wide web will become more applicable. In fact, the world wide web may be the only research tool able to reach some previously hidden population subgroups. Furthermore, many of the criticisms of online data collection are common to other survey research methodologies.

HTML (hypertext markup language), the de facto language of the internet. With a point and click interface, respondents can complete a web based survey that is visually and functionally similar to traditional, written surveys. Form elements of web based surveys are similar to many self administered surveys including check boxes and numeric entry boxes as well as radio buttons, selection lists, and pull down menus that facilitate data entry and minimise error.

The electronic nature of the medium allows researchers to make adjustments to a survey as unforeseen problems to comprehension are discovered. Just as questions can be revised or removed, new questions or follow up questions can be added as new issues arise based on new information or preliminary findings. Online data collection can even document the length of time that a respondent took to complete a survey.

The provision of numerous potential respondents

The internet provides nearly limitless numbers of potential study respondents across geographical and cultural boundaries. In a study headed by the first author, the internet server that hosted the survey and the researchers were based in Birmingham, Alabama, USA, while collecting data from throughout North America, Eastern and Western Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia. Although the distance between the researcher and respondent can be inconsequential with mailed questionnaires, for example, extended time allotted for postal service, the costs associated with mailed surveys, and the typically low response rates can be prohibitive.

Access to previously hidden populations

Internet communities and chat rooms, newsgroups, electronic mailing lists, search engines, hypertext links from related web sites, and web rings, offer unique recruitment opportunities to
develop and test strategies to capture the attention of potential respondents and motivate their participation in a web based survey. Often these respondents are difficult to access using traditional methodologies. For example, one online survey used hypertext links from other web sites to collect quantitative psychological data on gay men’s participation in “bareback sex,” the term used to describe the psycho-social phenomenon among gay men of consciously choosing to have unprotected anal intercourse. Many of these men are HIV positive or may desire to become HIV positive. The researcher established links from a multitude of web sites that were designed to facilitate this type of sexual networking.

Using newsgroups for recruitment, another study collected data to understand the demographic, symptomatic, and predisposing characteristics of chronic prostatitis. News-groups are topic specific and allow members to communicate in an electronic mail-like manner; members can share concerns and experiences with others who share a health status, a political stance, a profession, or some other characteristic or interest. Other behavioural survey studies have used a combination of recruitment strategies, including hypertext links and snowball approaches in which respondents distribute the uniform resource locator (URL) of an online questionnaire to their electronic mail correspondents and distribution lists. Non-electronic techniques highlighting the URL and encouraging participation can be used as well to capture respondents such as radio announcements, television stories, the distribution of business cards, and advertisements within print media.

These types of recruitment methodologies tend to be “active,” with the researcher calling on potential respondents to participate in a survey. Keyword META-tags, a more “passive” recruitment approach, are another recruitment option. Briefly, META-tags are embedded keywords that index web sites on the world wide web. As a person “surfing” the web, searches a topic on various search engines (for example, Ask Jeeves, Lycos, Magellan, Microsoft Explorer, Netscape, etc), he or she uses key search words to locate information pertaining to a topic of interest. These words result in listing web sites that are META tagged or described with these invisible keywords. At one time, one of the most popular META-tags was “Pamela Anderson Lee.” By searching for “Pamela Anderson Lee,” a person searching the web would get access to a variety of web sites that may or may not pertain to Pamela Anderson Lee. Web site operators, who had sites that did not pertain to Pamela Anderson Lee but wanted to capture the attention of the types of people who might search for such a web site, chose to META-tag their sites with the name “Pamela Anderson Lee.”

Currently, the many search engines offer a day by day ranking of popular key search words that can be incorporated into a web site as META-tags depending on the type of respondents a researcher wants to attract. For example, researchers hoping to attract the attention of and collect data from people who order pharmaceuticals on line may META-tag their survey with specific drug brand names or descriptive words such as “drug,” “prescriptions,” and “vitamins.”

Further research is needed to determine how different recruitment strategies affect sample composition. Although special recruitment efforts may be made to solicit particular types of respondents, researchers may have limited control over contamination to a recruitment protocol. For example, as respondents locate an online survey through the researcher’s intended recruitment protocol, respondents may then distribute the web address through another strategy. For example, we initially contacted web masters of gay and bisexualy oriented web sites to establish hypertext links to our data collection web sites. However, web masters quickly distributed the web sites to their friends, distribution lists, and newsgroups. While this snowball approach did not seem to harm our efforts, the composition of a sample can be changed substantially and change a study’s findings. An example of this type of sampling contamination may occur as a researcher establishes a web site to collect sexual behaviour data. A well intentioned respondent participation might then distribute the URL of the site via a newsgroup created for survivors of sexual abuse thus resulting in the recruitment of a high percentage of respondents who reported a history of sexual abuse. The researcher may have no indication that this has happened. Of course, surveys requiring passwords solve this problem, but recruitment is further complicated and participation rates are jeopardised.

Speed: from research questions to answers
The web serves as an expedient method to collect data. The time between planning a study and reporting findings is reduced because hundreds of respondents can access a data collection web site and submit their data at any given time. There is no testing site or appointment/outreach scheduling, and data entry is eliminated. Of course, creating a survey is required; however, inexpensive and user friendly software exist that can facilitate the process.

Better data through reduced error
Online data collection is likely to yield more useable data than other data collection methodologies by reducing error two ways. Firstly, error is reduced by the inclusion of explanatory material, prompts, and menus on the online survey. Respondents interact with a questionnaire in a structured format, minimising entry of erroneous or unacceptable data. With a paper and pencil survey, respondents can skip items or enter a word when a number is requested, for example. Multiple responses to questions requiring single answers can be prohibited, and completion of all questions can be required before a questionnaire can be successfully submitted and accepted. Complicated branches and skip patterns can be programmed into the survey, requiring less respondent attention to the survey format. Also, responses can be reviewed before acceptance of the data to eliminate answer inconsistencies within a respondent’s survey.

Secondly, error resulting from variation of survey administration, interviewer interpretation, and data entry is prevented using online data collection. The respondents’ interactions with the survey are standardised; thus interviewer bias is eliminated. Furthermore, the automatic data entry that occurs as a survey is completed ensures that errors from data entry are non-existent. A common gateway interface (CGI) script can be used to automatically compile data and export them into statistical software package such as SAS (Cary, NC) or SPSS for data analysis.

Sensitive topics and the reduction of bias
Web based data collection seems to be an effective format to ask respondents about sensitive and difficult to discuss topics. Preliminary research suggests that people share information and experiences electronically that they might not disclose using traditional survey methodologies. Thus, online surveying may reduce social desirability and yea-saying biases and allow the researcher to collect accurate sexual behaviour data that tend to be highly sensitive. The reasons for increased self disclosure and uninhibited responses are unclear; however, respondents to online data collection may believe (correctly or wrongly) that their responses are more secure and anonymous.

Full participation
Online respondents, in fact, may participate more fully than in other survey methodologies. They are likely to give feedback, offer help and support with survey distribution, and ask for a summary of the study findings. In our experiences with online data collection, respondent altruism seemed evident. Web
masters, who were solicited to establish links from their web sites to an online survey, frequently distributed the URL address of the survey by electronic mail to their friends. Furthermore, 65 of 628 respondents in one of our studies requested notification of the study’s results by electronic mail, and another 28 electronically communicated qualitative context to their own personal risk behaviour and disease progression. Perhaps because taking part in such a study requires the participant to seek it out, or because respondents are more in control of the experience and their participation, there is a shift from being a subject of experimentation to being an active participant.

To further the respondents’ participation and benefit, researchers using a web based methodology also can provide feedback to respondents in the form of summary statistics about aggregate results up to that particular point in time or after some temporal delay. Furthermore, online survey respondents can participate in a survey at their leisure and individual paces. Respondents are not limited to participating during specific hours or in specific settings and can participate privately at their convenience. Moreover, online respondents may feel more able to terminate participation before completion without the perceived social pressure that they may feel in face to face encounters.

**An application for students**

Web based research is a simple yet effective method for both experienced researchers as well as students to collect and analyse data as a learning exercise. The first and third authors collected hepatitis B and C virus infection behavioural data from MSM using web based questionnaires while they were doctoral students. No costs were associated with the research as the university provided the server that hosted the questionnaires and collected respondent data. This research has led to two publications and funding for subsequent research.

**Cost: the bottom line**

The decreased need for data collection staff and the automatic electronic data entry that occurs as respondents complete an online questionnaire may save between 20% to 80% of total data collection costs associated with collecting and entering paper and pencil questionnaires and collected respondent data. This research methodology, analysis, and interpretation that must be done.

**The digital divide**

Research has uncovered educational, economic, racial, and gender disparities among those who have access to, or use, the web. In the US, this “digital divide,” which suggests that younger, more educated, higher income, white men have greater access to the web, seems to be changing as the numbers of people on line increase. In 1996, in the US specifically, 30% of adults had computers at home and 27% logged on line; today over 50% of adults have computers in their home and over 80% log onto the internet. In fact, over 700 new households join the internet every hour. These figures do not include access to the internet through schools, libraries, and other public institutions. Furthermore, data suggest that population subgroups within the US and European countries may not follow aggregate trends of internet access and use. Studies of gay and bisexual populations, for example, suggest that web users from these populations include a higher proportion of lower educated, lower income, unemployed, and disabled persons. This difference may reflect the adoption of the world wide web by some marginalized groups as a safe place to interact without fear of negative social consequences.

Recent studies also have found that women are more likely to participate in online research despite the conventional wisdom that the web is male dominated. Thus, the “digital divide” assumption inaccurately may characterise web access and use among subgroups within the US population, and as has been suggested, the “digital divide” may not be as relevant as once assumed. Of course, further research will be necessary to identify and understand internet access and use patterns within cultures and populations and within subgroups.

Moreover, targeted recruitment may reach respondents from populations that were previously inaccessible through traditional survey methods, including, but not limited to, non-deviant adult recreational drug users, non-dependent
Brazil, France, and Germany doubled the US growth rate of internet users of over 140% between 1999 and 2000, and each of these countries experienced growth rates of numbers growing internet use include China, Italy, and South Korea; were located outside the US with the majority located in Western Europe, and developing countries. However, this limitation for an adequate telecommunications infrastructure is paramount. Researchers collecting international data must recognise that the sometimes limited access to a reliable telecommunications infrastructure may affect response and data collection beyond limited access to computer technology, especially within developing countries.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

While the potentials for online research seem nearly limitless, the potentials for intentional and unintentional misuse are also broad. Because research using the world wide web is a new domain for research, ethical issues have not been well resolved within the research community and among oversight boards including ethics committees and institutional review boards. Current concerns include whether researchers truly can promise anonymity and confidentiality, and what constitutes informed consent.

Anonymity and privacy

Encryption, used to protect the transmission of confidential information, such as credit card numbers from unauthorised third parties, can protect responses to an online questionnaire but cannot protect the respondent’s IP address. A computer “hacker” may be able to determine a respondent’s IP address and the site visited, perhaps a site associated with socially undesirable or illegal behaviour for example, and use this information maliciously. This information can be more or less problematic depending on the type of survey but in all cases is a breach of privacy. Researchers must educate potential respondents about their inability to ensure true, 100% anonymity or confidentiality and provide alternate mechanisms. A link to a free service that guarantees anonymous access to the internet, such as http://anonymizer.com, may solve this problem. URL addresses of surveys that are distributed via electronic mail or some other recruitment strategy may provide this information without an initial web site visit but the use of hyperlinks would require an initial visit to a data collection web site. Understanding the changing technology and the adaptations necessary to ensure respondent anonymity, confidentiality, and security are challenges for researchers who choose to collect data via the world wide web and for ethics committees and institutional review boards who must approve and oversee these studies.

Informed consent

When using the world wide web to collect data, a standard of what constitutes informed consent has not been well established within the research community. Is it necessary to display a consent form to potential respondents and what respondent designation of consent is sufficient? Respondents can be asked to type their names, create a code of their birth date and other identifying information, or simply click a check box indicating their consent. Knowing whether the respondent truly understands the research and providing the respondent with opportunities for clarification are limited, if not impossible on line. Furthermore, with such distance between the researcher or data collection staff and respondent, researchers cannot verify basic demographics of a respondent, perhaps most importantly, the respondent’s age. Potential respondents could be minors, which in other research settings would require consent of parent or legal guardian. For example, US federal regulations require than an operator of a commercial web site or online service directed towards children, or any operator who has actual knowledge that he or she is collecting or maintaining personal information from a child must, in most cases, obtain verifiable parental consent before any collection and use of information.
from children. Permissible methods of obtaining verifiable parental consent include: providing a consent form that must be signed by a parent or legal guardian and returned by either postal mail or facsimile; requiring a parent to use a credit card in connection with an online transaction; having a parent call a toll free telephone number staffed by trained personnel to verify consent; using a digital certificate that uses public key technology; and using electronic mail accompanied by a personal identification number (PID) or password. The issue of consent is especially important as youth access to the world wide web increases dramatically every year in schools, libraries, community centres, and private homes.

To complicate matters further, new US federal health privacy regulations, promulgated by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), establish the conditions under which health information may be used or disclosed for research purposes. These regulations are in addition to the informed consent procedures currently required by HHS and the US Food and Drug Administration for research involving human subjects and may affect online data collection methodologies and the reporting of findings. Most parties covered by the regulations must be in compliance by April 2003.

Malfeasance or do no harm

In traditional survey methodologies, specifically face to face settings, the researcher or the study staff monitors respondent reactions and rectifies or provides resources during negative reactions. With mail or telephone assisted surveying, the researcher can know the locations of the respondents and can provide targeted, local resources should a respondent need support as a result of the research. Counselling service or other types of referrals can be provided as needs are identified. With online surveying, however, the opportunities to identify needs and provide support are limited. Lists of resources can be provided after the survey is submitted but these resources do not reach those respondents who discontinue participation in mid-survey as a result of emotional distress. Moreover, these resources must be national or international given the global catchment area of the world wide web, and depending on the nature of a survey, national or international resources may be non-existent.

CONCLUSION

With an estimated 450 million people world wide having access to the internet by the end of 2001, unique and exciting opportunities currently exist and will be developed for researchers to collect valuable data using the internet. Numerous respondents, many of whom previously were hidden from researchers, are available electronically via the world wide web. Understanding the changing technology and the subsequent necessary adaptations, and the diffusion of access and use of the world wide web will continue to pose a variety of complex challenges for researchers, the general public, especially potential respondents, and ethics committees and institutional review boards.
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